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HEITEC supplies individual machines and facilities for the 
 solution of your tasks and projects. Over 30 years of  experience 
in plant engineering, machine tool construction and robotics 
guarantee a high flexibility, availability and productivity of your 
production facility.
The high availability of our solutions is based on proved and 
reliable technology as well as on standardized partial solutions. 
With more than 400 installed turnkey facilities, we are your com-
petent partner for the automation of your processes.

PRODUCTION SYSTEMS
High availability of machines and systems
Flexible production also for small batch sizes
Modular extensions of machines and facilities

Industries
› Automotive
› Plastics
› Foundries
› Pharmaceutical
› Packaging
› Key and lock

erhardt-abt.de
Find out more
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PRODUCTION SYSTEMS

Automation & Robotics
› Loading and unloading machines
› Linking systems
› Flexible feed systems
› Human-robot collaboration
› Bin-picking
› Handling systems
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› Robot programming
› SPS programming
› Movement & material flow simulation
› Virtual engineering
› Function & safety test
› Qualification & validation

Precise & flexible machining
› Milling machines & milling lines
› Automated broaching machines
› Automated core drilling machines
› Assembly machines for cylinder cores
› Linked systems

Industrial X-ray technology & CT
› Wheel inspection systems
› Flexible 2D inspection systems
› Flexible 3D CT systems
› In-line inspection systems 2D & 3D
› Add-line inspection systems 2D & 3D

Robot-based assembly systems
› Rotary transfer systems
› Linear transfer systems
› Process integration
› Process-integrated inspection
› Component tracking and marking

Automated inspection systems
› Image processing 2D & 3D
› Tactile inspection systems
› Non-destructive testing
› Electrical inspection systems
› Functional test systems
› In-line & add-line systems
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A high diversity of shapes, varying contours, unde-
fined angles and soft, deformable masses can  hardly 
be identified, gripped, moved or positioned with 
conventional automation technology. By using highly 
 flexible and low-maintenance systems, we realize 
 solutions which allow efficient and stable processes.  
Our specialists analyse your products and require-

AUTOMATION & ROBOTICS
Loading and unloading machines
Linking systems
Flexible feed systems

Human-robot collaboration
Bin-picking
Handling systems

ments meticulously already in the offer phase. We 
consider required cycle times, quantities, output, in-
ternal and external logistics, processes, the regular 
operation of the system, and – even more importantly 
– what happens in case of a fault.
All that forms the basis for successful and efficient 
solutions in the long term.
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Combined end-of-line test facility 
with fully automated palletizing
Unmanned linking systems based on flexible robot 
systems often miss a final supervision which had been 
realized by the operator before. Therefore, the integra-
tion of reliable testing technologies is the  enabler for 
automating the process from the raw  material  pallet to 
the finished parts pallet.

High-speed robotics
The implementation of fast pick devices and  SCARA 
robots allows up to 200 cycles per robot and 
 minute. For clocked and synchronous handling and 
 packaging systems, highly available, mostly camera- 
guided systems are used. As a result of the flexi-
bility gained, future-proof system concepts can be 
 realized.

Linking systems
The linking of several machining facilities often 
 requires not only robust conveyor technology and 
flexible handling technology, but also solutions for 
all the small work processes which had been carried 
out manually before. As a system supplier for turnkey 
systems, we integrate or deliver solutions for those 
processes if desired. Therefore, the line control and 
the connection to higher-level control systems are 
usually a part of the scope of delivery as well.

PRODUCTION SYSTEMS
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INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS
Bin-picking Human-robot collaboration

› Image processing 2D
› Image processing 3D
› Laser scanner

Bin-picking
The 3D-identification of all the work pieces in the 
carriers allows not only the determination of the grip 
points for the automatic removal, but also of the free 
paths for a collision-free movement.
Sensor systems of well-known manufacturers guaran-
tee a future-proof solution, which can also be com-
bined with all available robots.
HEITEC supplies turnkey solutions including con-
veyor and gripper technologies as single or multi 
 robot systems.
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Human-robot collaboration
The possibility of a collaboration between humans 
and robots at a shared workplace without separating 
partition walls opens up new opportunities and con-
cepts for the industry and production. The legal situa-
tion allows collaboration between humans and robots 
within specified limits.
In robotics, the term „collaboration“ (lat. con- = „with-“, 
laborare = „work“) is understood to mean a coopera-
tion between humans and robots. This cooperation is 
limited to a precisely defined working area.

There are four different basic protection principles 
concerning the human-robot collaboration, which 
shall be described in the following:

1. Safety-oriented monitored standstill
The robot stops autonomously, when the worker 
enters the common working area and continues 
 working after the worker has left the area.

2. Manual guidance
The robot movements are controlled (and taught) by 
the worker.

3. Speed and distance monitoring
The robot prevents a collision with the worker by 
 monitoring the speed and the distance between the 
worker and the robot itself.

4. Limitation of performance and power
The contact force between the worker and the robot 
is technically reduced to an acceptable level.

PRODUCTION SYSTEMS
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HEITEC supplies turnkey production facilities for 
 precise and highly automated machining of small 
and medium-sized work pieces. In the key and lock 
 industry, this includes the complete machining of the 
keys as well as the locking cylinders. The systems 
we produce on demand are combined to complete 
locking systems and can be functionally tested as a 
system.
Highly automated machining in one machine is par-
ticularly useful for part families which shall not leave 
the production line or the machine between the single 
processes.

Key processing
› Profiling
› Milling
› Drilling
› Assembling
› Marking
› Testing

Locking cylinders
› Broaching
› Core drilling
› Assembling
› Lubricating
› Marking
› Testing

PRECISE & FLEXIBLE MACHINING 
Milling machines & milling lines
Automated broaching machines
Automated core drilling machines

Assembly machines for cylinder cores
Linked systems
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Safety and Flexibility
The use of proven technology as well as integrated 
process control and test systems maximizes the 
 safety of those processes. 
Due to the modular construction of our systems it 
is possible to react to changes of the customer‘s 
 requirements. It is possible, for example, to integrate 
further stations or change existing stations or modu-
les. Therefore, our facilities are extremely flexible.

Facilities
› HeiKey Proline 

Linear key machining centre in modular 
design with as many machining stations as 
desired by the customer.

› HeiKey Compact 
Key machining cell for small batch sizes with 
up to 4 machining stations.

› HeiKey Turn 
Circular arrangement of the machining  
stations, transfer of the keys via rotary table.

› HeiKey Check 
Robot-based test systems for the complete 
functional testing of all relevant locking cylin-
der and key combinations.

› Automated broaching machines 
Systems for the automatic machining of 
 locking cylinders, broaching of various  
profiles in the cylinder cores.

PRODUCTION SYSTEMS
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The x-ray technology is increasingly used for indus-
trial applications. For example, not only safety com-
ponents like knuckles or wheel carriers are tested in 
the automotive industry, but also components which 
could contribute to energy saving by being reduced 
in material and therefore weight.

For some years now, HEITEC has successfully reali-
zed automated systems in the field of industrial com-
puter tomography and X-ray testing under the name 
HeiDetect. Fully automated and efficient processes 
are of primary importance for the development of the 
HeiDetect inspection systems.

INDUSTRIAL X-RAY TECHNOLOGY 
& COMPUTER TOMOGRAPHY
Wheel inspection systems
Flexible 2D inspection systems
Flexible 3D CT systems

In-line inspection systems 2D & 3D
Add-line inspection systems 2D & 3D
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Efficient and flexible systems
HEITEC has been developing and realizing systems 
for X-ray and CT applications since 2010. Together 
with the development partner Fraunhofer IIS fully 
 automated machines, for example for X-raying alu-
minium wheels or other safety-relevant components 
were developed. By combining robotics with the 
innovative X-ray technology of the Fraunhofer IIS, 
highly flexible and efficient machines and systems 
are produced for X-ray and CT applications.

Facilities
› HeiDetect Wheel 

Machine for a fully automated X-ray inspection 
of aluminium wheels.

› HeiDetect Wheel Robot 
Machine for a fully automated X-ray inspection 
combined with the latest robotics.

› HeiDetect Inline CT 
Facility for the flexible, automated X-ray  
inspection of various components, integrated 
in continuous operation.

› HeiDetect XS CT 
Machine for a fully automated X-ray inspection 
of small work pieces combined with the latest 
robotics.

PRODUCTION SYSTEMS
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Whether bolting, welding, joining, marking, measu-
ring or testing – the concept and the process are 
decisive for a successful and efficient assembly of 
your products. HEITEC is a partner with more than 
25 years of experience in assembly automation. We 
supply turnkey solutions in the field of semi-auto-
mated assembly machines through to complex fully 
automated assembly systems. We will support you 
already when testing the assembly processes and 
when calculating the cycle times. Whether you need 

a manual workplace or a fully automated assembly 
line – when identifying the most suitable system type 
for you, the focus is always on the client‘s individual 
requirements regarding variability, capacity and type 
diversity.

ROBOT-BASED ASSEMBLY SYSTEMS
Rotary transfer systems
Linear transfer systems
Process integration

Process-integrated inspection
Component tracking and marking
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Industries
› Automotive
› LED and luminaires
› Electronics and electromechanics
› Key and lock
› Plastics

Processes
› Component feeding
› Cleaning
› Assembly
› Joining
› Bolting
› Bonding
› Soldering
› Heat treatment
› Process control
› Functional test
› Packaging

PRODUCTION SYSTEMS
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Due to high automation, there is an increasing lack of 
human supervision, when finished parts are packed 
automatically after an automated production. There-
fore, a control after every critical process as well as 

before packing is usually necessary as a final check. 
The ‚seeing‘ and ‚feeling‘ robot obtains its abilities by 
integrating intelligent sensor systems. As a systems 
supplier, we integrate these from our range.

AUTOMATED INSPECTION SYSTEMS
Image processing 2D & 3D
Tactile inspection systems
Non-destructive testing

Electrical inspection systems
Functional test systems
In-line & add-line systems
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In-line inspection systems
An automated inspection of components and func- 
tional units in linked facilities requires highly  avail- 
able systems. These are integrated in future-proof 
and  flexible quality, and if necessary adapted to the 
customer‘s specific requirements.

Add-line inspection systems
An installation of the inspection system next to the 
production line is especially useful for automated 
sampling inspection. That way, the inspection system 
is not passed by all the parts, but only the subset to 
be inspected.

PRODUCTION SYSTEMS
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Service
The high availability of our systems cannot only be 
guaranteed by using high-quality components or by 
developing thought-out processes and solutions. The 
timely replacement of wear parts as well as a compe-
tent and fast service are equally necessary.
For this reason we offer our customers maintenance 
contracts. An integrated counter can show how many 
parts were produced and when components need to 
be exchanged. In case of problem we can help via 
remote maintenance – cost-effective and fast.

Our employees with many years experience and 
accompany your facility from the development and 
installation through to commissioning. We will be 
pleased to support you also during the skilled main-
tenance or in case of errors.

› Service and maintenance contracts
› Response time contracts up to 24/7
› Hotline: 0700 762683733

SERVICES
Robot programming
SPS programming
Movement & material flow simulation

Virtual engineering
Function & safety test
Qualification & validation
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Retrofits and CE-certification
Our client‘s concerns are not always the new 
 development of a system. In some cases it makes 
more sense to replace parts or to adapt the  machine 
to new requirements. In these cases, we can offer 
partial solutions. 
HEITEC has specialized on retrofitting machine con-
trols for different target systems. Backed by many 
years of experience, we are able to reduce the down-
time of your facility to a minimum. An upstream virtual 
commissioning can save even more time.
Extensions of existing systems often require a new 
CE-certification. As a supplier of complete solutions, 
we certify our own as well as third party facilities 
 according to CE based on the current machine guide- 
lines.

Our services
› Planning and development of facilities
› Cycle time and material flow simulations
› Robot programming 
› SPS programming
› High-level language programming
› CE-marking for complete systems
› Safety approvals for robots
› Safety approvals for machines
› Retrofits for machine controls
› Replacement of outdated robots

Virtual engineering
Complex conversions of facilities and retrofits usually 
require special attention regarding the minimization 
of downtimes. By creating a virtual facility the new 
control with the real software can be tested on a func- 
tionally identical machine on the PC. In this way all the 
functions can be tested in advance.

PRODUCTION SYSTEMS
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HEITEC PRODUCTION SYSTEMS
Locations & contact persons

The production systems of HEITEC are produced in 
 seven locations in Germany, Austria and Slovakia. 
Each of these locations specialized on certain areas 
of the presented range of services in order to supply 
suitable solutions for our clients.

https://www.heitec.de/de/portfolio/produktionssysteme.html
http://www.heitec-soma.de
https://www.heitec.de/de/portfolio/produktionssysteme.html
https://www.heitec.de/de/portfolio/produktionssysteme.html
http://www.erhardt-abt.de
http://www.heitec.at
http://www.heitec.sk/sk/
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HEITEC Systemtechnik GmbH 
Amstetten (Austria) 
Main focus:
› Automation & robotics
› Robot-based assembly systems 
› Automated inspection systems

Betriebsgebiet Nord 10, 2. OG, A-3300 Ardagger-Stift 
Telephone: +43 7479 20820-0, office@heitec.at

HEITEC Slovensko spol. s r.o
Drietoma (Slovakia)
Main focus:
› Automation & robotics
› Robot-based assembly systems
› Automated inspection systems

Drietoma c. 939, SK-913 03 Drietoma 
Telephone: +421 32 6401 540-1, info@heitec.sk

PRODUCTION SYSTEMS

Erhardt + Abt Automatisierungstechnik GmbH 
Kuchen (Germany)
Main focus:
› Automation & robotics
› Industrial X-ray technology 
› Robot-based assembly systems 
› Automated inspection systems

Hauptstraße 49, 73329 Kuchen 
Telephone: +49 7331 3046-0, vertrieb@erhardt-abt.de

HEITEC AG 
Berlin (Germany)
Main focus:
› Assembly systems (screwing and joining stations)
› Medical testing systems 
› Mechanical machining centers (BAZ) 
› Process control systems

Georg-Knorr-Straße 4, 12681 Berlin 
Telephone: +49 30 934422-0, info-ber@heitec.de

HEITEC Auerbach GmbH & Co. KG 
Ellefeld (Germany)
Main focus:
› Automation & robotics 
› Robot-based assembly systems 
› Automated inspection systems 
› Precise & flexible machining

Gewerbering 1, 08236 Ellefeld 
Telephone: +49 3745 7868-40, info@heitec-soma.de

HEITEC AG 
Bönnigheim (Germany)
Main focus:
› 100% automatic testing machines (inline/offline) 
› Measuring and testing modules 
› Robotic palleting machines 
› Quality database systems

Zeppelinstraße 4, 74357 Bönnigheim 
Telephone: +49 7143 96696-0, info-boe@heitec.de

HEITEC AG 
Regensburg (Germany) 
Main focus:
› Measuring and testing technologies
› Automatic testing equipment 
› Assembly and component testing
› Surface measurement
› Material testing
› Plant support

Prüfeninger Schloßstraße 73, 93051 Regensburg 
Telephone: +49 941 46392-0, info@reg.heitec.de



Germany

Auerbach

Augsburg

Berlin

Bönnigheim

Chemnitz

Crailsheim

Eckental

Erlangen

Fürth

LOCATIONS

PARTICIPATIONS

Hamburg

Heidenheim

Heilbronn

Kiel 

Kuchen

München

Neutraubling

Regensburg

Waiblingen

Austria

Romania

Slovakia

Turkey

Strategic Participations

EMPIC GmbH

Erhardt + Abt Automatisierungstechnik GmbH

HEISAB GmbH

HEITEC Auerbach GmbH & Co. KG

HEITEC Innovations GmbH

HEITEC Systemtechnik GmbH

softgate gmbh

Financial Participations

HEISERV GmbH

HEITEC AG
Güterbahnhofstraße 5
91052 Erlangen (Germany)

Telephone: +49 9131 877 0
Fax: +49 9131 877 199

E-Mail: info@heitec.de
Internet: www.heitec.de
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